Frequently
Asked
Questions

Sonim XP8
Direct Mode App
FAQs
QQ: What is the Sonim DM App?
Sonim Direct Mode (“DM”) application (“App”) works
with your Sonim XP8 device, and compatible Sonim
XPand Direct Mode accessory, to communicate when
you have no service. With the Sonim DM App, you can
talk, text, use maps, and share your location with other
Sonim DM App users who are within range when you
have no cellular or Wi-Fi service. Sonim XPand Direct
Mode accessory is required in order for the Sonim DM
App to work with the Sonim XP8 handset.

QQ: How does it work?
Sonim DM App works by creating a localized network
between users within range of one another. Each time
you use voice, text, or location sharing in the app, the
data is sent directly through this network.

QQ: When would I use it?
Anytime you are in a location that has no cellular
service like rural environments, forests, inside large
buildings, inside tunnels, or when cellular coverage
is down like in a major storm or other natural disaster.
You can also use Sonim DM when you are in cellular
coverage.

QQ: Does Sonim DM App connect to others via
the internet?
No, Sonim DM networks operate independently of
cellular or Wi-Fi. It connects to other Sonim XPand
Direct Mode users only when they are within range.

QQ: In what range does Sonim DM work?
Rural Range*: ~1 mile for voice and text
Dense Area Range*: ~0.50 mile for voice and text
* Actual range and voice quality depends on the environment of
usage, location, terrain, interference.

QQ: What frequencies does Sonim DM use?
Sonim DM operates in the ISM915 band (902-928 MHz).

QQ: Does Sonim DM work with other walkietalkies or two-way radios?
No, Sonim DM only works with other Sonim DM
enabled XP8 handsets.

QQ: Can I use Sonim XPand Direct Mode
accessory with non-Sonim mobile devices?
No, the Sonim XPand Direct Mode accessory will not
work with non-Sonim mobile devices. It will only work
on Sonim XP8 handset.

QQ: Do I need to charge the Sonim XPand
DM Accessory?
No, there is no need to charge the Sonim XPand Direct
Mode accessory.

QQ: How do I reset Sonim XPand Direct
Mode accessory?
In the Sonim DM App, navigate to Menu >> Settings
>> Reset.

QQ: Will I receive traditional mobile phone calls
while using Sonim DM App?
Yes, you will receive traditional mobile phone calls
provided you are in cellular coverage.

QQ: Will I receive PTT calls while using Sonim
DM App?
Yes, you will receive PTT calls provided you are in
cellular coverage and connected to your PTT service.

QQ: Is there any charge for using the Sonim
DM App?
No, there are no additional charges for using the Sonim
DM app. Once you have purchased the Sonim XPand
Direct Mode accessory the application will work at no
additional cost.
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QQ: Is there any charge for using OFFLINE Maps
in the Sonim DM App?
No, there is no charge for using the OFFLINE Maps
feature of Sonim DM.

QQ: Does Sonim XPand Direct Mode accessory
and application create a mesh network?
No, the current version of the accessory does not
support mesh networking.

QQ: Is the antenna on the XPand Direct Mode
accessory removable?
Yes, it is a standard SMA connector, and easy to
replace. Please visit www.sonimtech.com or
store.sonimtech.com for replacement antenna option.

QQ: Are the screws on the XPand Direct Mode
accessory retaining and replaceable?
Yes, the screws retain in the accessory, however they
are easy to replace. Please visit www.sonimtech.com
or store.sonimtech.com for replacement screws.

QQ: Are my existing Bluetooth or wired
accessories compatible with XPand Direct
Mode and Sonim DM app?
Audio is routed through the XP8 handset or connected
and compatible accessories.

QQ: What is the warranty of the XPand Direct
Mode accessory?
One-year limited liability warranty. Please reach out to
support@sonimtech.com for warranty support.

QQ: Is the XPand Direct Mode non-incendive
C1D2 like the XP5s and XP8 handsets?
No, the XPand Direct Mode accessory is not nonincendive C1D2.

QQ: What is the difference between Normal or
Standard Groups Mode & Channels and
Codes Mode?
The difference between these modes is at the core of the
DM experience. In Standard mode, you will experience a
traditional PTT setup. You will have Individual Contacts
and Groups and you can communicate with them directly
while knowing with whom it is you are communicating.
In Channels and Codes Mode, you will experience a
traditional two-way radio setup. You will be on a specific
Channel and Code and will only be able to communicate
with other people who have also chosen that same
Channel and Code combination.

QQ: Explain the Settings option Direct Mode
Accessory Output Power (Low, Medium
and High)?
The Output Power Setting allows the User to control the
range (distance) in which DM will work at the expense
of Battery Life. By selecting Low, the User’s affective
range will be lower, but power consumption will also be
lower. The reverse is true for the High Setting.

QQ: Explain the Settings option Location Accuracy
Mode (High Accuracy versus Battery Saver)?
The Location Accuracy Mode allows the User to control
the accuracy of the location they are sending to other
users. By choosing High Accuracy, that location will be
more accurate, but will also consume more battery life.

QQ: How to change the User Account Name
& MSISDN?
This cannot be changed.

QQ: What advanced features are available when
provisioned with Sonim CLOUD?
The ability to automatically create and sync contacts and
groups, set emergency contacts and define offline maps.
These settings may be pushed to the device in real time.

QQ: How does Offline maps work?
Map location is stored to application before user leaves
WiFi or cellular coverage. Offline maps is available in the
United States.
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QQ: Will all XPand Direct Mode users be visible
in the map?
No, only the user is visible in the application. However,
in text messages, the Sender & Receiver are both visible
in the map.

QQ: Battery life of handset with XPand Direct
Mode attached?
XP8 should perform for two shifts with XPand Direct
Mode attached.

QQ: Handset memory issues from stored voice
call recordings?
There should be no device memory issues due to stored
voice recordings, but if you find that you are having
issue, clear the cache of the application by going to
Settings -> Sonim Direct Mode -> Clear cache.

QQ: What is a Group call failure message?
On occasion you may see a Group Call “fail”. If this
happens, re-establish the group and try again.

QQ: What if PTT and Direct Mode applications are
active at the same time?
You have the option to be logged in or logged out of
PTT and/or Direct Mode. (1) If you are logged into PTT
only, the PTT button and audio are always with PTT. (2)
If you are logged into both PTT and Direct Mode, the
PTT button is assigned to the Direct Mode application
only when the Direct Mode application is in foreground.
In every other case, the PTT button is assigned to the
PTT application. (3) If you are logged into Direct Mode
only, the PTT button will follow the Programmable
Keys Setting. Set the PTT Programmable Key Setting
to Direct Mode to allow Direct Mode to use the PTT
button.

QQ: Is it possible to receive audio from Direct
Mode and PTT applications at the same
time?
If both applications are active at the same time, dueling
audio (incoming audio from both Direct Mode and PTT
applications) is possible. However, there is an option
available to avoid this.

QQ: What is the Knifeswitch option in Settings?
When the Sonim Direct Mode Knifeswitch Setting
is activated, Airplane Mode is turned on and PTT is
deactivated. This provides Direct Mode control over the
PTT button on the handset. When you exit the Direct
Mode application, Airplane Mode is turned off and PTT
is turned on. This provides the PTT application control
over the PTT button on the handset.
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